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ABSTRACT

A nocturnal maximum in rainfall and thunderstorm activity over the central Great Plains has been widely

documented, but the mechanisms for the development of thunderstorms over that region at night are still not

well understood. Elevated convection above a surface frontal boundary is one explanation, but this study

shows that many thunderstorms form at night without the presence of an elevated frontal inversion or nearby

surface boundary.

This study documents convection initiation (CI) events at night over the central Great Plains from 1996 to

2015 during the months of April–July. Storm characteristics such as storm type, linear system orientation,

initiation time and location, and others were documented. Once all of the cases were documented, surface

data were examined to locate any nearby surface boundaries. The event’s initiation location relative to these

boundaries (if a boundary existed) was documented. Two main initiation locations relative to a surface

boundary were identified: on a surface boundary and on the cold side of a surface boundary; CI events also

occur without any nearby surface boundary. There are many differences among the different nocturnal CI

modes. For example, there appear to be two main peaks of initiation time at night: one early at night and one

later at night. The later peak is likely due to the events that formwithout a nearby surface boundary. Finally, a

case study of three nocturnal CI events that occurred during the Plains Elevated Convection At Night

(PECAN) field project when there was no nearby surface boundary is discussed.

1. Introduction

Precipitation is most frequent at night over the central

Great Plains during the warm season (Kincer 1916;

Wallace 1975; Easterling andRobinson 1985; Riley et al.

1987; Carbone et al. 2002; Carbone and Tuttle 2008).

Much of the precipitation has been attributed to meso-

scale convective systems (MCSs; Fritsch et al. 1986).1

Carbone and Tuttle (2008) showed that the average

precipitation frequency during June, July, and August

between 1996 and 2007 was highest over the lee of the

Rockies during the late afternoon, was highest over

the central Great Plains just after midnight, and that

the longitudinal area between 1028 and 908W had the

highest frequency of nocturnal convection. The most

common time of precipitation has been shown to range

from 0500 to 0800 UTC (0000–0300 LST) in the central

Great Plains region during the warm season (Wallace

1975; Easterling and Robinson 1985; Riley et al. 1987;

Fabry 2012). However, this time represents both pre-

existing systems that move through the region and

convection that is initiated in the region.

Over the Great Plains, MCSs have a large nocturnal

component (Maddox 1980), and tend to occur in regions

of strong low-level warm advection (Maddox 1983)

These systems account for between 30% and 70% of

warm-season precipitation (Fritsch et al. 1986). Maddox

et al. (1979) described a type of flooding event in which

warm, moist air flows over an east–west-oriented quasi-

stationary front and is often downstream from a low-

level jet (LLJ) maximum and in a later study (Maddox

1983) showed that the LLJ is a common precursor to

MCS development.

Elevated convection, which is defined as convection

whose source of lift is not rooted in the boundary layer, is

common at night during the warm season (Colman 1990a,b).Corresponding author e-mail: Dylan W. Reif, dylanreif@ou.edu

1Their study considered MCSs to be a subset of the larger me-

soscale convective complex (MCC), but the current understanding

considers MCCs to be a subset of MCSs [see Markowski and

Richardson (2010) their Fig. 9.4].
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In his 5-yr study, the peak occurrence of elevated con-

vection was in eastern Kansas and the majority of cases

occurred 18–28 latitude (approximately 100–200km) north

of a quasi-stationary front. During the International H2O

Project (IHOP_2002; Weckwerth et al. 2004), approxi-

mately 80% of all nocturnal convection initiation (CI)

events were elevated (Wilson and Roberts 2006). They

suggested that a zone of elevated convergence combined

with areas of midlevel instability provided conditions for

elevated convection to form with no nearby surface

boundary.

Even though elevated convective systems typically

occur above a nocturnal stable layer, they still produce

severe weather, including tornadoes and severe-wind

events. Grant (1995), who first studied the relationship

between elevated convection and severe weather,

showed that the majority of severe-storm reports were

associated with hail, but he examined only 11 severe

cases over a 3-yr period. Horgan et al. (2007) expanded

Grant’s study by formulating a 5-yr climatology of ele-

vated convection that produced severe weather. As in

Grant’s study, they showed that the majority of severe-

storm reports were from hail and they also showed that

only one-third of the severe reports were from high

wind. They hypothesized that the relative lack of

severe-wind events is associated with a near-surface

stable layer, which limits the potential for high winds

aloft to penetrate to the surface. In their study, the

severe events had a peak occurrence in May and a

secondary peak in September. While the majority of

the events occurred in the late afternoon, many events

occurred during the night.

Nocturnal CI and elevated CI are still major fore-

casting problems (Davis et al. 2003; Trier et al. 2006;

Surcel et al. 2010). One reason is that mesoscale fea-

tures such as outflow boundaries and horizontal con-

vective rolls (HCRs) are poorly sampled and are poorly

resolved inmany operational models (Trier et al. 2014).

Another complication is that the processes that lead to

CI during the day are not as effective at generating

convection at night. Features such as the LLJ and

gravity waves (including atmospheric bores) are more

important in generating nocturnal convection

(Marsham et al. 2011). Many models focus on processes

important to surface-based convection and are not as

effective at correctly capturing nocturnal convection

(Anderson et al. 2002).

The nocturnal LLJ (Blackadar 1957; Wexler 1961;

Holton 1967; Bonner 1968) has been shown to influ-

ence CI. In a case study of the 3–4 June 1985 MCS

over southern Kansas and northern Oklahoma it was

shown that the LLJ transported warm, moist air

over a quasi-stationary front, destabilizing the

environment (Trier and Parsons 1993). More re-

cently, Tuttle and Davis (2006) showed that nocturnal

CI is confined to a narrow longitude area between

1008 and 958W, a common location for the LLJ. As the

strength of the LLJ increased, the rainfall increased

and more systems formed in the region than moved

into the region.

This study is the first long-term climatology of noc-

turnal CI over the central and southern Great Plains

during the warm season. Limiting the spatial area and

time frame to the most affected area allows for a more

detailed climatology representative of a specific region.

Furthermore, this study focuses only on storm charac-

teristics at initiation. How these characteristics change

throughout each storm’s life cycle was not documented.

The objectives of this paper are 1) to formulate a 20-yr

(1996–2015) climatology of nocturnal CI over the cen-

tral and southern Great Plains during the warm season,

2) to identify different modes of nocturnal CI, and 3) to

identify different environmental characteristics among

the modes. The methods are described in section 2, the

climatology is presented in section 3, a brief discussion is

presented in section 4, a case study is presented in sec-

tion 5, and conclusions of this study and an introduction

to the next paper in a two-part series are presented in

section 6.

2. Methods

CI events, classified as precipitating convective

storms that have a maximum radar reflectivity factor

of at least 40 dBZ, were documented over the central

and southern Great Plains region (Fig. 1) during the

night. The Rossby radius of deformation (NH/f ),

where N is the Brunt–Väisälä frequency, H is a char-

acteristic depth, and f is the Coriolis parameter, is approx-

imately 100 km, assuming that the scale height is the

characteristic depth of ;10 km (H) and that there is a

near-surface stable layer characterized by an increase

in potential temperature with height of 10K (300m)21.

If air flows at 15m s21, then it takes just over 2.5 h to

travel 100 km. The Rossby radius of deformation is

used to identify objectively what may be considered

‘‘pristine’’ convection (convection that is not influ-

enced by other neighboring convective storms). For

this study, CI events that occurred within 100 km

and within 3 h of the main event are counted as the

same event.

Night is defined as the time between just after local

sunset to just before local sunrise. Unlikemany previous

studies, this is not two set times (i.e., 0000 and 1200 UTC).

It depends on the day of the year and the location,

allowing for a more fluid and accurate classification of
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nocturnal CI events. The spatial extent of the domainwas

chosen because that area has been shown to have more

cases of nocturnal convection than the surrounding areas

and is altered near the Texas–Gulf Coast to remove the

effects of sea/land breezes. The warm season, defined

here as April–July, was chosen because much of the

nocturnal convection over the Great Plains occurs during

that time period (Wallace 1975, Fritsch et al. 1986).

To identify the CI events,2 radar composite data

were examined from the UCAR MMM radar com-

posite archive (available online at http://www2.mmm.

ucar.edu/imagearchive/). The radar data are available

in 30-min intervals for most days and only the central

and southern Great Plains were considered. There are

118 510 images out of a possible 136 640, so the dataset

is 86.7% complete. However, there are many days

(including a nearly 6-month period between 1997 and

1999) when the data were available only in hour-long

intervals, and days during which a few images are

missing, but CI events can still be identified from those

images. The dataset is then over 90% complete during

the 20-yr period.

Surface data were examined using the Automated

Surface Observing Station (ASOS) network and Okla-

homa Mesonet (McPherson et al. 2007) data. Surface

boundaries, including wind-shift lines, cold fronts, warm

fronts, quasi-stationary fronts, outflow boundaries, dry-

lines, and baroclinic zones [a temperature gradient of at

least 108C(100km)21with no wind shift] were identified

and the CI location was marked relative to the surface

boundary. If CI was on the cold side of a surface

boundary, then the distance from the boundary was

noted. If there was a surface boundary, but the CI oc-

curred more than 700 km away, then that event was as-

sumed to not be influenced by that surface boundary,

since most vertical circulations about fronts and outflow

boundaries are only on the order of several hundred

kilometers or less (Bluestein 1993).

Three storm types were identified in this study: areal,

linear, and single cell. These storm types were classified

based on the type at initiation. For example, if a system

began as a single cell and a few hours later grew upscale

into an areal or linear system, it was classified as a single

cell. The linear events are those for which the length of

the radar echo is at least 5 times its width as in Bluestein

and Jain (1985). The areal events are neither linear

events nor single-cell events and include MCSs and

mesoscale convective complexes (MCCs) (unless the

MCS or MCC met the linear classification).

Severe events were classified using the previous

National Weather Service (NWS) criteria.3 On 5 Janu-

ary 2010, the NWS changed the severe-hail criterion to

1.00-in. diameter. However, since a hail diameter of

0.75 in. was the criterion for most of this study, that

criterion was used for the entire climatology. Flooding

events are also classified as severe events because they

can have many negative impacts on life and property.

In this study, the number of severe reports was not

considered; only the type of severe report was in order

to identify how often a severe event occurs with respect

to all events. The severe reports had to occur at night

during the storm’s life cycle to be included in this study,

but some cases had severe reports that occurred during

the day as well.

Representative wind profiles were identified for

over 90% of the events. To be classified as a repre-

sentative wind profile, the sounding from which it

came had to lie in the cold air for the events that

FIG. 1. The area of concern (outlined in the dashed gray box).

The locations of NWS sounding stations used are denoted by the

gray dots.

2 It is important to note that the events documented in this study

are not necessarily the same as the events documented in previous

climatologies of elevated convection. Unlike other studies, this

study focuses on a specific region of the United States during a

specific time of the year and at night.

3These criteria were hail greater than 0.75 in. (1.9 cm) in di-

ameter, wind speeds greater than or equal to 50 kt (25.7m s21),

and a tornado.
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initiated on the cold side of a surface boundary and

ahead of the boundary for the events that initiated on a

surface boundary. The sounding also had to be within

38 latitude or longitude of the event (Horgan et al.

2007). To capture the nocturnal stable layer, many

soundings were at 1200 UTC. If no representative wind

profile could be identified at 0000 or 1200 UTC for the

cases, then that case was not included in the repre-

sentative wind profile analysis.

To classify the LLJ, the Bonner (1968) criteria were

applied at the eight sounding stations shown in Fig. 1.

Bonner (1968) used three criteria to classify the LLJ:

a criterion-1 LLJ has a wind speed that equals or exceeds

12ms21 and decreases by at least 6m s21 at the next

higher minimum or at 3 km, a criterion-2 LLJ has a wind

speed that equals or exceeds 16ms21 and decreases by

at least 8m s21 at the next higher minimum or at 3 km,

and a criterion-3 LLJ has a wind speed that equals or

exceeds 20ms21 and decreases by at least 10m s21 at the

next higher minimum or at 3 km. There were many

criterion-3 LLJs (the strongest LLJs in his study) in

this study, so a fourth criterion was added to extend

Bonner’s criteria. A criterion-4 LLJ has winds that equal

or exceed 24ms21 and decrease by at least 12m s21 at

the next higher minimum or at the 3-km height, or

whichever is lower. A final constraint was that the wind

direction had to be approximately southerly (from 1358

to 2258) at the level of peak wind intensity. The ap-

proximate center of the LLJ was placed at the station

with the highest criteria LLJ. If two or more station re-

ported the same criterion, then the approximate center

was placed in the center of the stations.

3. Results

There were 930 pristine nocturnal CI events during

the 20-yr period.4 We define pristine CI as CI that is not

influenced by other convection. The most common ini-

tiation time was 0500 UTC and the most common ini-

tiation month was July (Figs. 2a,b). Over half of all

events were of the linear storm type, nearly 39%were of

the areal storm type, and fewer than 10% were single

cells (Fig. 2c). Three location-based CI modes account

for over 80% of all CI events: at a surface boundary (AB

CImode) and on the cold side of a surface boundary (CS

CI mode); CI also occurs with no nearby surface

boundary (NBCImode). Events in the CS CI mode [the

Colman (1990a) definition of elevated convection]

account for 35% of all events while the events in the AB

CI mode and the events in the NB CI mode account for

23% and 24% of all events, respectively (Fig. 2d). The

‘‘other’’ mode includes events that initiate ahead of a

moving boundary or on the warm side of a cold front or

quasi-stationary front.

CI occurs primarily in the northern half of the domain,

and the peak initiation location is in western Kansas and

south-central Nebraska (Fig. 2e). There is a secondary

peak initiation location in central Texas and south-

western Oklahoma. These events likely represent a

different mode of CI from the events in Kansas and

Nebraska and will be discussed later in this section.

When the events initiate on the cold side of a surface

boundary, the peak distance poleward of the boundary is

between 100 and 200 km (Fig. 2f). This finding corre-

sponds well with that of Colman (1990a).

Over one-third of all nocturnal CI events produce at

least one severe-weather report (hail, wind, tornado, or

flooding; not shown). Of the severe storms, hail is the

dominant severe-weather type (accounting for over 30%

of all events), wind and flood events are less common

(accounting for 14% and 10% of all events, respectively),

and tornadoes are rarely associated with nocturnal CI as

there were only 11 tornado events (Fig. 2g). Hail events

account for 84%of all severe events, wind events account

for 38% of all severe events, tornado events account for

3% of all severe events, and flooding events account for

26% of all severe events (Fig. 10). These percentages

correspond well with the past studies of severe, elevated

convection even though the percentages represent events

and not number of reports.

The LLJ is commonly associated with nocturnal CI

events; over 70% of all events have an LLJ signature

somewhere in the domain5 (Fig. 2h). Just over 44%ofCI

events occur in environments with a weak (criterion 1 or

2) LLJ in the domain and 27.7% of events are initiated

with a strong (criterion 3 or 4) LLJ in the domain. It is

noteworthy that over 11% of the events are associated

with a criterion-4 LLJ, justifying the need to extend the

Bonner (1968) criteria.

In sections 3a–3h, the three storm-type modes (the

areal storm-type mode, linear storm-type mode, single-

cell storm-type mode) and the three location-based

modes (the AB CI mode, CS CI mode, and NB CI

mode) are discussed.

a. Initiation time

The peak initiation time for linear storm-type CI

mode events, AB CI mode events, and CS CI mode

4 For comparison, there were 497 events in the Colman (1990a)

4-yr climatology (some events hadmultiple reports) and 129 events

in the Horgan et al. (2007) 5-yr climatology. 5Note that a criterion-0 LLJ represents no LLJ in the domain.
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FIG. 2. (a) Initiation time, (b) initiation month, (c) storm type, (d) initiation

location with respect to a surface boundary, (e) initiation location (each box is

18 latitude by 18 longitude), (f) distance from a surface boundary for CS CI mode

events, (g) severe-storm type, and (h) LLJ criterion (a criterion-0 LLJ represents

no LLJ signature) for all events from 1996 to 2015.
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events is early during the night while the peak initi-

ation time for the areal storm-type CI mode

events and the NB CI mode events is later during

the night (Fig. 3). Perhaps the most important dif-

ference among the modes is the later initiation

time of the NB CI mode events than the initiation

time of the AB and CS CI mode events (cf. 0900 UTC

to 0400 and 0500 UTC, respectively). A hypothesis

for this later initiation time will be discussed in a later

section.

b. Initiation month6

The most common initiation month varies among the

six CI modes (Fig. 4), but there are notable patterns.

FIG. 4. Initiation month for (a) areal, linear, and single-cell storm

type CI modes and (b) AB, CS, and NB CI modes.

FIG. 3. Initiation time for (a) areal, linear, and single-cell storm

type CI modes and (b) AB, CS, and NB CI modes. The reader

should be cautious not to compare (a) to (b) because only each

panel contains independent cases.

6Note that August was not initially considered for this study, but

it is hypothesized that the climatology for August would be similar

to that of July (Riley et al. 1987).
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The most common initiation month of the single-cell

storm-type CI mode events and the ABCImode events

is May and the number of events in each month de-

creases as the warm season progresses. Conversely, the

most common initiation month for the areal storm-type

CI mode events and the NB CI mode events is July and

the number of events per month increases as the warm

season progresses. There is no peak initiation month

for the CS CI mode.

c. Initiation location

The preferred initiation location is in the northern

half of the domain for all CI modes except for the

single-cell storm-type CI mode and the AB CI mode,

for which the preferred initiation location is in the

southern half of the domain (Fig. 5). Recall that there

were two preferred initiation locations: the primary

one in the northern half of the domain and the sec-

ondary one in the southern half of the domain. The

primary initiation location is due mainly to the CS CI

mode events and NB CI mode events, while the sec-

ondary initiation location is due mainly to the AB CI

mode events. The primary initiation location of

AB CI mode events is in Texas and the secondary

initiation location is in northeastern Kansas. These

different locations are associated with different types

of surface boundaries. The events in Texas form on

drylines and cold fronts, while the events in north-

eastern Kansas form on quasi-stationary fronts and

cold fronts (not shown). It is surprising that the NB CI

mode events have a distinct initiation location (south-

central Nebraska and north-central Kansas). Without

any strong surface forcing, why is there a clear initi-

ation location? This question is addressed in the fol-

lowing sections.

d. Linear system orientation

As a whole, the linear systems do not have any pre-

ferred orientation, but the linear systems in the AB CI

mode, the CS CI mode, and the NB CI mode do have

FIG. 5. Initiation location (each box is 18 latitude by 18 longitude) for (a) areal storm type, (b) linear storm type, (c) single-cell storm type,

(d) AB CI mode, (e) CS CI mode, and (f) NB CI mode. The color scales are different to emphasize the differences in initiation location

among the six modes.
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preferred orientations (Fig. 6). The linear AB CI mode

events and the linear CS CI mode events are oriented

southwest–northeast and east–west, respectively. It is

notable that the linear NB CI mode events have a

north–south orientation, even though there is no

north–south-oriented surface boundary (or any surface

boundary at all). Possible reasons for this finding will

be discussed in later sections.

e. Initiation relative to surface boundaries

Fewer areal storm-type CI mode events initiate

on a surface boundary than those that initiate on the

cold side of a surface boundary or those that initiate

with no nearby surface boundary (Fig. 7a). The

preferred initiation location is on the cold side of a

surface boundary for events in the linear storm-type

mode (Fig. 7b) and along a surface boundary for

single-cell storm-type CI mode events (Fig. 7c). The

linear storm type being the preferred storm type on

the cold side of a surface boundary (Fig. 7e) could

be related to the widespread conditions (the broad

areal extent of the LLJ and of moisture advected up

and over a quasi-stationary front) that affect con-

vection, as well as the continuous forcing from the

LLJ during the night. A higher percentage of single-

cell storm-type CI mode events begin on surface

boundaries than those that begin on the cold side of a

surface boundary or those that begin without a

nearby surface boundary (Figs. 7d,e). There are

many drylines and slow-moving cold fronts that ac-

company these events, both of which could favor

discrete initiation.

f. Representative wind profile analysis

The wind directions at 500hPa, 850hPa, and the sur-

face were taken from the representative soundings and

examined to identify differences among the six CImodes.

For allmodes ofCI except for theNBCImode, the 500-hPa

flow is westerly (Fig. 8). However, the spread is higher for

the storm-type modes than for the AB CI mode and the

CS CI mode, probably because the latter two CI modes

occur when there is a more characteristic synoptic-scale

setup than when the storm type modes occur. For ex-

ample, an areal storm can form when there are many

different types of synoptic-scale patterns, but quasi-

stationary fronts over the plains occur when there are

relatively fewer types of synoptic-scale patterns (a typical

location for corridors of high precipitation total during

the warm season is north of an upper-level cyclone

under a strong gradient in the westerly flow; Tuttle and

Davis 2006). It is noteworthy that even though the NB

CI mode events do not have a preferred 500-hPa wind

direction, the 850-hPa wind direction is southerly to

southwesterly.7 The areal and linear CI modes may

exhibit a preferred 850-hPa wind direction, but the vari-

ation is larger than that of the NBCI mode 850-hPa wind

direction. The southerly or southwesterly wind at 850hPa

for NB CI mode events may indicate that the LLJ has a

more important role in this CI mode than the others, but

that role is not yet clear.

FIG. 6. Linear system orientation for the (a)ABCImode, (b) CSCI

mode, and (c) NB CI mode.

7Wind profiler data were examined to identify possible differ-

ences between the 0600 and 1200 UTC wind direction. There were

not any major differences in the wind direction as the difference

was usually less than 258.
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The most common surface wind direction for nocturnal

CImodes is southerly (Fig. 9). Theexceptions are theABCI

mode events where there is no dominant surface wind di-

rection and the CS CI mode events where the surface wind

direction ranges fromnortherly to easterly to southerly. The

events in the AB CI mode events have a wide range of

surface boundaries, including drylines, warm fronts, cold

fronts, quasi-stationary fronts, and outflow boundaries.

These different boundaries will have slightly different sur-

face wind directions, so there should not be a dominant

surface wind direction. The surface wind direction tends to

be easterly on the cold side of a quasi-stationary front and

northerly to northwesterly on the cold side of a cold front.

It is noteworthy that the surface wind direction for

NB CI mode events is southerly. The prevailing winds

over the Great Plains are southerly, so this may be re-

flective of the typical, weak synoptic-scale setup that

characterizes these events.

g. Severe events

Overall, over half of the events in each mode are non-

severe (not shown). However, the linear storm-type CI

mode, the AB CI mode, and the CS CI mode have the

highest percentage of severe events. For all modes of CI,

hail is the preferred severe type and accounts for 84% of

all severe events (Fig. 10). Wind events (38.4% of all se-

vere events) and flooding events (26.3% of all severe

events) are the next two common.8Flooding events account

for nearly 10% of all events in the areal and linear storm-

type modes (Figs. 11a,b), as well as the AB and CS CI

modes (Figs. 11d,e). The slightly higher percentage of

flooding events for the CS CI mode corresponds well with

studies by Maddox et al. (1979), Trier and Parsons (1993),

Rochette and Moore (1996), and Moore et al. (2003).

1) HAIL

Since hail events account for 84% of all severe

events, this analysis reflects that of the severe events

as a whole. The peak initiation time is relatively early

at night and the peak initiation month is May (Fig. 12).

The primary initiation location is from western Kansas

to south-central Nebraska and a secondary initiation

location spans a region from just south of the Red

River to southwestern Texas. These events occur

mainly in linear systems and over 80% of events ini-

tiate on the cold side of a surface boundary or on a

surface boundary (Fig. 12e).

There are 148 hail-only events (about 16% of all

events and about 50% of severe-hail events). A notable

difference between the hail-only events and the events

FIG. 7. Initiation location with respect to a surface boundary for the (a) areal storm-type CI mode, (b) linear storm-type CI mode, and

(c) single-cell storm-type CI mode. Storm types for the (d) AB CI mode, (e) CS CI mode, and (f) NB CI mode.

8Note that these percentages do not add up to 100% because

many events included more than one type of severe report.
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with hail and at least one other type of severe report is

that there is no peak initiation time for the hail-only

events (Fig. 12f). The initiation location for the hail-

only events is also slightly different; there is a broad

peak initiation location from northern Oklahoma to

central Nebraska.

2) WIND

The most common initiation time for wind events is

early at night and the most common initiation month is

June (Fig. 13). There is no preferred initiation location for

these events and the primary storm type for these events is

linear (nearly 70% of the events). Like the hail events,

over 80% of events are initiated on the cold side of a

surface boundary or along a surface boundary; however,

the number of cases for each is nearly equal (Fig. 13e).

There are only 19 wind-only events in the climatology.

This is not surprising since the near-surface, nocturnal

stable layer should limit the potential for severe winds to

reach the surface. Since the sample size is small, it is hard

to draw firm conclusions, but there are still some po-

tentially significant findings. The peak initiation months

are June and July (which account for almost 90% of the

events), the peak initiation time is 0700 UTC, and there

is a secondary peak initiation at 0400 UTC. The pri-

mary initiation location of wind-only events is western

Nebraska and a relatively high percentage of these

events begin on a surface boundary (Fig. 13f) compared

to the percentage of events that are associated with se-

vere reports other than just wind reports (Fig. 13e).

Nearly 90% of these wind-only events occur with a LLJ

and most often occur later during the night (not shown).

Horgan et al. (2007) suggested that wind-only events are

characterized by relatively shallow stable layers and

lower CAPE than those for events that produce other

severe reports. The percentage of events that occur on

the cold side of a surface boundary is lower than that of

those that have more than just high-wind reports, sug-

gesting that the events that produce severe reports other

than just winds are associated with stronger near-surface

stable layers (Fig. 13e). Events that form on the cold side

of a surface boundary typically have stronger near-

surface stable layers and higher most-unstable CAPE.

If there is a weak stable layer, then momentum associ-

ated with the LLJ could be mixed down to the surface

more easily.

FIG. 8. 500-hPa wind direction (compass heading in degrees) vs 850-hPa wind direction taken from representative soundings for the

(a) areal storm-type CI mode, (b) linear storm-type CI mode, (c) single-cell storm-type CI mode, (d) AB CI mode, (e) CS CI mode, and

(f) NB CI mode. Warm and cold advection are labeled based on the veering and backing wind direction with height.
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3) FLOODING

The most common initiation time for flooding events

is early at night and the most common initiation month

is May, which accounts for nearly half of the events

(Fig. 14). There is no preferred initiation location, but

there is a broad maximum in eastern Kansas and a

broad secondary maximum in central Texas. These

events are primarily associated with linear convective

systems and there are much fewer single cells for this

severe type than for the other two severe types. Over

half of these events occur on the cold side of a surface

boundary (Fig. 14e; corresponding well with Maddox

et al. 1979) and tend to occur in regions of low-level

warm advection (not shown), corresponding well with

Moore et al. (2003). Flooding is also common on the

cold side of quasi-stationary fronts where convec-

tive echoes train over the same area (Schumacher and

Johnson 2005).

The most common initiation month of the 33 flood-

only events is June and while there is no peak initiation

time, the majority of the events occur before 0800 UTC

(not shown). The primary initiation location is in eastern

Kansas and there is a secondary maximum in central

Texas, like the events with more than only a flood

report. Nearly 60% of these events are associated with

the areal storm type (Fig. 14f). It is possible that there

are more areal events that have only flood reports owing

to the areal extent of the convection.

h. LLJ and non-LLJ events

The southerly nocturnal LLJ is common in all six

modes of CI, but the single-cell storm-type mode events

and the AB CI mode events have a lower percentage of

LLJs than the other CI modes (Fig. 15). It is likely that

the percentage is lower because the AB CI mode events

may not need the extra forcing associated with an LLJ in

order for CI to occur (for the ABmode events, ascent at

the convergent surface boundary may be enough to lift

air parcels to the LFC). It may be important that the NB

CImode events have the highest percentage of criterion-

4 LLJs; this finding may mean that the LLJ is more

important in generating convection for this mode than

for the others.

Events associated with an LLJmost often are initiated

north of the approximate LLJ center (Fig. 16). However,

neither the NB CI mode events nor the single-cell events

have a preferred initiation location north or south of the

LLJ, but nearly 75%of theNBCImode events initiate on

FIG. 9. As in Fig. 8, but for the 850-hPa wind direction (compass heading in degrees) vs surface wind direction taken from representative

soundings.
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the eastern (anticyclonic shear) side of the approximate

LLJ center. Similar results have been shown by Pu and

Dickinson (2014). Relatively weak vorticity advection

aloft such that vorticity advection becomes more cyclonic

with height on the anticyclonic-shear side of and down-

stream from the jet favors quasigeostrophic (QG) ascent

(Bluestein 1993) on the north and east side of the LLJ

(Bluestein 1993).

4. Discussion

In the 20-yr climatology, nocturnal CI events over

the central and southern Great Plains during the warm

season tend to occur relatively early at night and in

north-central Kansas and south-central Nebraska. These

events are mostly nonsevere and occur with an LLJ in the

domain. The most notable differences are among the AB

CI mode, the CS CI mode, and the NB CI mode.

The peak initiation time is early at night for the AB

CImode events and the CS CImode events, and later at

night for the NB CI mode events. Shapiro et al. (2016)

presented a theory for the development of the LLJ that

combines the Blackadar (1957) and Holton (1967)

theories and showed that the peak LLJ intensity

occurs a few hours before sunrise. When the LLJ is at

its peak intensity, convergence and cyclonic differen-

tial vorticity advection are strongest, resulting in the

strongest LLJ-related ascent. Since the NB CI mode

events typically occur with a LLJ (and in many cases, a

strong LLJ), then this may be one factor that promotes

initiation and may be one reason for the later initiation

time of these events.

Prior convection near the Rocky Mountains also may

be important. The distance from central Colorado to

central Nebraska is approximately 600 km. If the air

flows at 15ms21 it takes nearly 11 h to traverse that

distance. If the prior convection initiated at 2100 UTC

(a common time according to Carbone et al. (2002) and

Carbone and Tuttle (2008)), then moisture from the

convection could reach central Nebraska between 0800

and 0900 UTC. This advection of moisture from prior

convection is just one hypothesis for the relatively late

initiation time of the NB CI mode.

The mountain–plains solenoidal circulation (Tripoli

and Cotton 1989; Wolyn and McKee 1994; Carbone

and Tuttle 2008) develops during the day and is char-

acterized by an ascending branch over the Continental

Divide and a descending branch over much of the

Great Plains. At night, this circulation reverses sign

(Carbone and Tuttle 2008; Sun and Zhang 2012) and

the Great Plains is characterized by broad ascent

(Carbone and Tuttle 2008, see their Fig. 9). They at-

tribute this reversal to the differential cooling rates of

the mountains and the plains. If the reversal is related

to the differential cooling rates, then as the night

progresses, the circulation should strengthen and as-

cent should increase throughout the night. This may be

one factor in the later initiation time of the NB CI

mode events; however, there is still uncertainty as to

how far from the Rocky Mountains the effect of the

solenoidal circulation is felt (Wolyn and McKee 1994;

Carbone and Tuttle 2008).

The most common initiation month for AB CI mode

events isMay, there is no peak initiationmonth for CSCI

mode events, and the most common initiation month for

NB CI mode events is July. This finding may reflect the

transition between stronger synoptic forcing and weaker

synoptic forcing that occurs during late spring and early

summer over the Great Plains. The relatively higher

percentage of NB CI mode events during the summer

months may imply weaker synoptic-scale forcing (fewer

surface boundaries to initiate storms on or on the cold

side of) and the relatively higher percentage of AB CI

mode events and CS CI mode events in the late spring

months may imply stronger synoptic-scale forcing.

The most common initiation location is in the south-

ern half of the domain for AB CI mode events and is in

the northern half of the domain for CS CI mode events

andNBCImode events. Early in the warm season, there

are many dryline days and days with southward-moving

cold fronts. Since drylines are mainly found in the

southern half of the domain early in the warm season

and cold fronts typically move from north to south, it is

FIG. 10. Percentage of each type of severe-only events.
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not surprising that the AB CI mode is reflective of this.

The initiation location for the CS CI mode events has

been explained by many previous studies (e.g., Maddox

et al. 1979; Trier and Parsons 1993). Air flows up and

over a quasi-stationary front, placing the initiation lo-

cation farther north than the location of the AB CI

mode events. One possible reason as to why the initia-

tion location for the NB CI mode events is in the

northern half of the domain is that it is approximately

the location where the moisture advected eastward aloft

from the prior convection to the west and the strongest

ascent related to the LLJ overlap.

Approximately half of the AB CI mode events are

severe, while a slightly lower percentage of the CS CI

mode events are severe. There are two notable differ-

ences between the severe-type percentages for the two

modes: the percentage of severe-wind events for AB CI

mode events is higher than the percentage forCSCImode

events and the percentage of flooding events for AB CI

mode events is lower than for CS CI mode events. Rea-

sons for the relative lack of severe-wind reports for the CS

CI mode events were proposed by Horgan et al. (2007).

They suggested that the near-surface stable layer

(implying a relative lack of mixing of higher momentum

from aloft) limits the potential for severe winds to reach

the surface. The near-surface stable layer is likely

stronger on the cold side of a surface boundary than on

the warm side of the surface boundary. The synoptic-

scale setup is favorable for flooding events on the cold

side of surface boundaries (Maddox et al. 1979; Fritsch

et al. 1986; Trier and Parsons 1993), and the flooding

events tend to occur south of an upper-level divergence

maximum (Schumacher and Johnson 2005). The higher

percentage of flood events associated with CS CI mode

events is consistent with their studies.

Since the nocturnal LLJ is a common phenomenon

over the Great Plains during the warm season, there is a

high percentage of events associated with an LLJ. The

percentage of the AB CI mode events that have an LLJ

signature in the domain is less than that of the CS CI

mode events and that of NB CI mode events, perhaps

because the AB CI mode events do not require extra

forcing associated with an LLJ in order to get CI. The

percentage of events with an LLJ signature in the

FIG. 11. Severe event type for (a) areal storm type, (b) linear storm type, (c) single-cell storm type, (d) AB CI mode, (e) CS CI mode, and

(f) NB CI mode.
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FIG. 12. (a) Initiation time, (b) initiation month, (c) initiation location, (d) storm type, (e) initiation

location relative to a surface boundary for severe-hail events, and (f) initiation time for events that only

produced severe-hail reports.
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FIG. 13. (a) Initiation time, (b) initiation month, (c) initiation location, (d) storm type, (e) initiation location

relative to a surface boundary for severe-wind events, and (f) initiation location relative to a surface boundary for

events that only produced severe-wind reports.
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FIG. 14. (a) Initiation time, (b) initiation month, (c) initiation location, (d) storm type, (e) initiation

location relative to a surface boundary for flood events, and (f) storm type for events that only produced

flood reports.
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domain is roughly the same for the CS CI mode events

and the NB CI mode events. Recall that percentage of

strong LLJs (criteria 3 and 4) is higher for the NB CI

mode events than for the CS CI mode events, perhaps

because the NB CI events need the extra forcing as-

sociated with a stronger LLJ than the CS CI mode

events. For the CS CI mode events, the air goes up and

over a surface boundary, so it already has a source of

adequate lift even for weaker LLJs. The preferred

initiation location for the NB CI mode events is the

anticyclonic-shear side (eastern side) of the LLJ, unlike

the preferred initiation location of the AB CI mode

events and the CS CI mode events, whose preferred

initiation location is north of the LLJ (though it not as

far poleward for the AB CI mode events as it is for the

CS CI mode events).

It has been shown that characteristics of the NB CI

mode events are different from the characteristics of

the events in the other two nocturnal CI modes (such as

the north–south orientation of the linear systems and the

later initiation time). A case study will be presented that

represents a typical event in the NB CI mode to allow a

closer look at possible initiation mechanisms that may

not appear in a climatology.

5. Case study—5 July 2015 (NB CI mode)

a. Analysis

On 5 July 2015 a typical NB CI mode synoptic-scale

setup occurred during the Plains Elevated Convection at

Night (PECAN; Geerts et al. 2017) field project; thus,

higher spatial resolution observationswere available than

if there had been no field project. There were three NB

nocturnal CI events in Kansas on 5 July 2015. The first

occurred in western Kansas at 0330 UTC, the second

occurred north of the first event in northwestern Kansas

at 0630 UTC, and the third occurred in east-central

Kansas at 1100 UTC (Fig. 17). At 300hPa there was a

ridge over the Rockies and northwesterly flow over

Kansas (Fig. 18a). At 700hPa, there was westerly flow

over western Kansas and warm advection over the CI

FIG. 15. Percentage of each criteria LLJ for (a) areal storm type, (b) linear storm type, (c) single-cell storm type, (d) ABCImode, (e) CS CI

mode, and (f) NB CI mode. Note that a ‘‘criterion 0’’ LLJ represents no LLJ signature in the domain.
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locations (Fig. 18b). There was a criterion-3 LLJ (not

shown) and the CI occurred just east of the 850-hPa wind

maximum (Fig. 18c), consistent with the results shown in

section 3h. Since there was no surface wind shift or strong

temperature or moisture gradients in Kansas or Nebraska,

there was no nearby surface boundary (Fig. 18d).

It is seen in the early evening visible satellite (not

shown) and infrared images that there were preexisting

convective systems, one in South Dakota at 0000 UTC

and one in Nebraska by 0900 UTC (Figs. 19a,b). These

convective systems, combined with the northwesterly

mid- to upper-level flow over the region, allowed mois-

ture from the systems to be advected into eastern Kansas

prior to the third initiation event. Moisture was also

advected from the earlier convection over the Rockies

into western Kansas by the time of the first initiation

event. In the water vapor satellite images, there was an

area of drier air between the first CI event and the

second CI event farther east (Figs. 19c,d; the arrow in

Fig. 19c denotes the drier air). Precipitable water was

high throughout the night and was in excess of 1.3 in.

(33mm) near the CI locations (Fig. 19e). Funk (1991)

concluded that precipitable water values of greater

than 1 in. (25.4mm) are supportive of heavy rainfall.

The 0000 UTC KLBF (North Platte, Nebraska)

sounding represented the area where the moisture orig-

inated (Fig. 20a). There was an area of higher moisture

in a shallow layer at 600hPa. This moisture was then

advected southeastward into Kansas (as seen on the sat-

ellite images). There was warm advection (indicated by

the low-level veering wind profile) at 0000UTC as well as

in the GFS analysis at 700hPa between 0000 UTC and

past the time of CI. Thus, the strongest area of QG ascent

based on temperature advection probably occurred be-

tween 700 and 600hPa.

During the PECAN project, a fixed-site sounding sta-

tion was located in Ellis, Kansas, near where the first CI

occurred and soundings were launched at 0000, 0300, and

0600 UTC (Fig. 20b; 0000 and 0300 UTC not shown).

There was a shallow layer of moisture between 600 and

500hPa in all three soundings and the most-unstable

CAPE was greater than 1500 Jkg21 and the most-

unstable CIN was relatively low (magnitude less than

125 Jkg21). It will be shown in the second part of this

FIG. 16. Initiation location relative to the approximate LLJ center for (a) areal storm type, (b) linear storm type, (c) single-cell storm type,

(d) AB CI mode, (e) CS CI mode, and (f) NB CI mode.
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study that a shallow layer of moisture is present in many

NBCImode events and may be an important parameter.

It is seen in an east–west-oriented cross section through

388N that there was a midlevel moisture maximum (a

layer of relative humidity greater than 70%) that ex-

tended from 800 to 600hPa at 0000 UTC (Fig. 20c) and a

moisture maximum that extended from the surface to

600hPa at 0600UTC.The strongest ascent is at 700hPa in

the model data, suggestive of the triggering of elevated

convection (Fig. 20d). However, based on observations

from the Ellis sounding, the ascent likely occurred higher

in the atmosphere (near 600hPa) because that is where

the air is moistest (and MUCAPE is highest).

There was strong warm advection near 700hPa, but dif-

ferential vorticity advection was weak (Figs. 21a,b). Warm

advection is associated with QG ascent and vorticity ad-

vection becoming more cyclonic with height is also associ-

ated with QG ascent. There are convergent Q-vectors in

northern Oklahoma and central Kansas based on the GFS

analysis at 700hPa at 0600 UTC (Fig. 21c). Because the

differential vorticity advection was weak (and negative, the

opposite sign as temperature advection), warm advection

near 700hPa was the main contributor to QG ascent.

b. Conclusions from the case study

The case study presented an analysis of noctur-

nal convection that initiated with no nearby surface

boundary, a CI mode that represents nearly 25% of all

nocturnal CI and is most frequent in July. This is not the

first analysis of this type of convection (see Bluestein

1985), but the number of case studies of this type of

convection in the literature is low. The NB CI mode

events have a few important characteristics: the shal-

low, elevated band of moisture, the warm advection

between 800 and 600 hPa, the westerly flow over the

Rockies (or at least a strong westerly component), and

the nocturnal LLJ. These characteristics are not unique

to this case study. The second part of this study will

present more case studies to reinforce the importance

of these features on CI as well as to add more case

studies of an important, but relatively unstudied, mode

of CI to the literature.

6. Summary

A 20-yr (1996–2015) climatology of nocturnal CI over

the central and southern Great Plains was presented.

Composite radar data were examined to identify any

nocturnal CI over that region and surface data were

examined to identify the initiation location with re-

spect to any surface boundary. Two modes of CI rela-

tive to a surface boundary were identified: events that

begin at a surface boundary and events that begin on

FIG. 17. Radar composites of the three CI events in Kansas on 5 Jul

2015. The white arrows denote CI locations.
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the cold side of a surface boundary. Events that begin

with no nearby surface boundary represent another

nocturnal CI mode.

The peak initiation location is in north-central Kansas

and south-central Nebraska and the peak initiation time

for AB CI mode events that initiate on a surface

boundary and events that initiation on the cold side of a

surface boundary is early at night. However, the peak

initiation time of events that initiate with no nearby sur-

face boundary is later at night (near 0900 UTC). These

events, though are typically not as intense as events that

initiate on a surface boundary and events that initiation

on the cold side of a surface boundary. The ABCImode,

accounts for over 25%of all nocturnal convection and has

unique characteristics, including a north–south orienta-

tion of the linear systems. A case study of an event that

initiated with no nearby surface boundary was presented

to identify possible important initiation features, some of

which include the nocturnal LLJ, a midlevel moisture

maximum, and midlevel warm advection. It is important

to note that the evolution of the events in each CI mode

was not documented. We plan to examine these charac-

teristics in a future study.
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FIG. 18. GFS analysis valid at 0600UTC 5 Jul 2015. (a) 300-hPa geopotential height and winds; (b) 700-hPa geopotential height, relative

humidity, and winds; (c) 850-hPa geopotential height and winds; and (d) surface observations of pressure, temperature, and winds valid at

0307 UTC. A half barb represents 5 kt (2.5m s21), a full barb represents 10 kt (5m s21), and a flag represents 50 kt (25m s21). The

horizontal black line in (c) denotes the cross section in Fig. 20.
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FIG. 19.GOES-13 infrared satellite valid at (a) 0309 and (b) 0909UTC andGOES-13water vapor imagery

valid at (c) 0309 and (d) 0909 UTC. (e) Precipitable water (in.) from the GFS analysis valid at 0600 UTC.

Arrows in (a) and (b) represent the moisture from the convective system in Nebraska that flowed over

Kansas, and the arrow in (c) points out the drier air between the first and second CI events.
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FIG. 20. Observed sounding data from (a) KLBF at 0000 UTC and (b) FP3 (Ellis, KS) PECAN sounding at 0600 UTC 5 Jul 2015. An

east–west-oriented cross section using GFS data at 388N valid at (c) 0000 and (d) 0600 UTC. The red and blue contours are ascent and

descent (negative and positive omega), respectively. The dark gray contours are isentropes (intervals of 5 K), the green shaded regions are

areas of relative humidity greater than 50%, and the vertical dashed line is roughly the location of CI. Wind barbs are as in Fig. 18.
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